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Abstract

Mineral dust alters cloud microphysical properties by acting as ice-nucleating particles (INPs). The effects of anthropogenic

pollution aging on the ice nucleation activity (INA) of mineral dust are still controversial. Such effects were investigated by

verifying the chemical aging of airborne size-resolved Asian dust particles via particle chemistry and morphology analyses and

comparing the immersion mode INP properties of aged and normal Asian dust. The INP concentrations and ice nucleation

active site densities of chemically aged supermicron dust particles (1.0-10.0 μm) were nearly equal to or slightly higher than

those of normal Asian dust, which were 0.70-2.45 times and 0.64-4.34 times at -18 , respectively. These results reveal that

anthropogenic pollution does not notably change the INP concentrations and does not impair the INA of Asian dust. Our work

provides direct observational evidence and clarifies the non-suppression effect of anthropogenic pollution on the INA of airborne

East Asian dust.
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Key Points: 18 

• First direct observational evidence relating to the effects of atmospheric chemical aging 19 
on the ice nucleation of East Asian dust. 20 

• The ice nucleation active site densities of aged supermicron particles are close to or 21 
slightly higher compared with normal Asian dust. 22 

• Anthropogenic pollution does not impair the ice nucleation activity of East Asian dust in 23 
immersion mode. 24 

Abstract 25 
Mineral dust alters cloud microphysical properties by acting as ice-nucleating particles (INPs). 26 
The effects of anthropogenic pollution aging on the ice nucleation activity (INA) of mineral dust 27 
are still controversial. Such effects were investigated by verifying the chemical aging of airborne 28 
size-resolved Asian dust particles via particle chemistry and morphology analyses and 29 
comparing the immersion mode INP properties of aged and normal Asian dust. The INP 30 
concentrations and ice nucleation active site densities of chemically aged supermicron dust 31 
particles (1.0-10.0 μm) were nearly equal to or slightly higher than those of normal Asian dust, 32 
which were 0.70-2.45 times and 0.64-4.34 times at -18 ℃, respectively. These results reveal that 33 
anthropogenic pollution does not notably change the INP concentrations and does not impair the 34 
INA of Asian dust. Our work provides direct observational evidence and clarifies the non-35 
suppression effect of anthropogenic pollution on the INA of airborne East Asian dust. 36 
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Plain Language Summary 37 
Airborne mineral dust triggers ice formation in clouds by acting as ice-nucleating particles 38 
(INPs), potentially influencing weather and climate at regional and global scales. Anthropogenic 39 
pollution would modify natural mineral dust during the atmospheric transport process. However, 40 
the effects of anthropogenic pollution on the ice nucleation activity of mineral dust remain not 41 
well-understood. In this study, we investigated the ice nucleation properties and particle 42 
chemical characterizations of collected size-resolved Asian dust samples, and testified the 43 
chemical modification of aged dust particles according to the mass concentrations of particulate 44 
matter, the water-soluble ion concentrations, the mental element concentrations, and single-45 
particle morphology. The INP concentrations and nucleation activities of aged supermicron 46 
Asian dust (1.0 to 10.0 μm) were similar to or slightly higher than those of normal Asian dust, 47 
but the difference was not statistically significant. Therefore, anthropogenic pollution does not 48 
notably change the INP concentrations and does not impair the ice nucleation activity of Asian 49 
dust. This study provides direct observation of naturally aged mineral dust to evaluate the 50 
comprehensive effect of anthropogenic pollution on the ice nucleation activity of Asian dust, 51 
advancing the understanding of the ice nucleation of airborne aged mineral dust. 52 

1 Introduction 53 
Heterogeneous ice nucleation is a key process in mixed-phase clouds, influencing the water 54 

partitioning between ice and liquid phase, and further determining the lifetime, radiative forcing, 55 

and precipitation of clouds (Lohmann et al., 2016; Murray et al., 2012). Mineral dust is one of 56 

the most important sources of ice-nucleating particles (INPs) due to its high atmospheric loading 57 

(Textor et al., 2006), efficient ice nucleation activity (INA) (Hoose & Mohler, 2012), and long-58 

range and even global transport capacity (Pratt et al., 2009; Uno et al., 2009). During the long-59 

range transport, dust particles may mix, adsorb, coagulate or react with other substances (such as 60 

biological materials, anthropogenic emissions, and secondary products), and these coatings or 61 

reactants may in turn alter the INA of mineral dust (Kanji et al., 2017), affecting cloud formation 62 

and their microphysical properties. 63 

Satellite observations and model simulations reported that a considerable fraction of 64 

anthropogenic pollutants can act as INPs to catalyze ice formation in clouds (B. Zhao et al., 65 

2019). However, recent studies have found that anthropogenic pollution, particularly black 66 

carbon (BC), does not significantly influence regional, global and historical INP concentrations 67 

(𝑁 ) relevant to mixed-phase clouds (J. Chen et al., 2018b; Hartmann et al., 2019; Schill et al., 68 

2020). These studies answer the question of anthropogenic contributions to 𝑁  to some extent, 69 

but the understanding of effects of anthropogenic activities on the INA of natural INPs such as 70 

mineral dust remains to be clarified. 71 
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Previous laboratory studies have evaluated the effects of various reactants/coatings on the 72 

freezing activities of dust INPs. Although the same substance would have different aging effects 73 

among different studies due to their experimental design, reaction conditions, and mineral types, 74 

most immersion freezing studies agreed that not all inorganic acids reduced the INA of dust 75 

particles as H2SO4 did (Cziczo et al., 2009; Niedermeier et al., 2010; Sullivan et al., 2010b); the 76 

exposure to HNO3 suggested no distinct impact (Kulkarni et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2010a); 77 

organic coatings (e.g., levoglucosan) also had an unobservable impact(Kanji et al., 2019; Tobo et 78 

al., 2012; Wex et al., 2014); and NH4
+ and K+ enhanced the INA of dust (Whale et al., 2018; 79 

Worthy et al., 2021; Yun et al., 2020). These deactivation, equivalence, or enhancement effects 80 

of varying substances on mineral dust would coexist in the real atmosphere and finally result in a 81 

combined effect. Therefore, the actual effect of atmospheric aging on mineral dust, a 82 

comprehensive result of multi-species and complex mechanisms, may differ from laboratory 83 

aging experiments based on a single substance. In model simulations, the coating effect may 84 

obviously alter the INA of particles according to different assumptions (Kulkarni et al., 2015; J. 85 

L. Zhu & Penner, 2020), further influencing ice formation in clouds and consequent climate 86 

effect. However, the field observation relating to the ice nucleation of mineral dust aged in a real 87 

atmosphere is very scarce, which limits the verification of laboratory results and the updating of 88 

parameterized schemes in model simulations. 89 

Asian dust is the second largest source of dust INPs in the world, and can more efficiently trigger 90 

ice nucleation in mixed-phase clouds (Froyd et al., 2022; Kawai et al., 2021). In the downwind 91 

of East Asian dust transport path, the severe anthropogenic air pollution occasionally occurred in 92 

North China could chemically and/or physically modify these dust particles (Huang et al., 2010; 93 

Wu et al., 2020), thus changing the ice nucleation properties of Asian dust. In this study, airborne 94 

mineral dust samples were collected during Asian dust events and aged dust periods, respectively. 95 

The chemical modification of aged Asian dust particles was confirmed by multiple lines of 96 

experimental evidence. On this basis, we compared the INP concentrations and activities of aged 97 

and normal Asian dust from the overall and size-resolved perspectives. This study provides 98 

direct observation evidence to evaluate the comprehensive effect of anthropogenic pollution on 99 

the INA of Asian dust, advancing the understanding of the ice nucleation of airborne aged 100 

mineral dust.  101 
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2 Materials and Methods 102 

2.1 Sample collection 103 
The samples were collected at the Peking University Atmosphere Environment Monitoring 104 

Station (39.99 N, 116.31 E) during the Asian dust events in the spring of 2018 and 2019. An 105 

eight-stage Micro-Orifice Deposit Impactor (MOUDI, model 100-R, MSP Corporation, USA) 106 

with aerodynamic cut-off diameter (𝐷 ) ranging from 0.18 to 10 μm at a flow rate of 30 L min-1 107 

(Marple et al., 1991) was applied with polycarbonate filters (47 mm Nuclepore, 0.2 μm pores, 108 

Whatman) to collect size-resolved aerosol samples during the Asian dust events, which were 109 

forecasted and monitored by China Meteorological Administration (Text S1). 110 

2.2 INP measurements and calculations 111 
As described in J. C. Chen et al. (2021), the sampled filter of each MOUDI stage was extracted 112 

by an ultrasonic shaker in 20 mL double-distilled water (resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 ℃) for 113 

30 min to shake the particles off the filter. Thus, suspended samples containing mineral dust 114 

particles were obtained for further INP measurements and chemical analyses. 115 

The PeKing University Ice Nucleation Array (PKUINA), a cold-stage-based instrument, was 116 

employed to perform immersion freezing measurements (J. Chen et al., 2018a). Briefly, 90 117 

droplets (1 µL) of suspensions were pipetted onto a hydrophobic glass slide located on the cold 118 

stage in each experiment. These droplets were separated from each other by a spacer block and 119 

upper and lower glass slides to prevent the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process. A charge-120 

coupled device was employed to monitor the cooling process (cooling rate 1 ℃ min-1) of the 121 

cold stage (one frame every 6 s) until all 90 droplets were frozen.  122 

The cumulative number concentration of INP (𝑁 ) per unit volume of sampled air (Vali, 1971) 123 

is calculated as: 124 

𝑁 (𝑇) = − ln 1 − 𝑓 (𝑇)𝑉 (L air) (1) 

where 𝑓 (𝑇) is the fraction of frozen droplets in the total 90 droplets above temperature T, and 125 𝑉  is the total volume of sampled air per droplet (standard conditions, 0 ℃, 1013 hPa) during 126 

each sampling period. 127 

As a comparable parameter of INA commonly used for mineral dust, the cumulative ice 128 

nucleation active site density 𝑛  (Connolly et al., 2009; Niemand et al., 2012), i.e., the number of 129 

active sites per unit surface area of INPs (Vali et al., 2015) is derived from the 𝑁  as: 130 
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𝑛 (𝑇) = 𝑁 (𝑇)𝐴 (m ) (2) 

where 𝐴  is the total surface area of particles derived from the online particle number-size 131 

distribution measurements within a unit volume of sampled air (aerodynamic diameter, spherical 132 

particle hypothesis, 0 ℃, 1013 hPa). 133 

Note that, in this study, 𝑁 (𝑇) and 𝑛 (𝑇) for each particle size class (referred to as 𝑁 (𝑇) 134 

and 𝑛 (𝑇)) and all particle size spectrum (0.18-10 μm, referred to as total 𝑁 (𝑇) and total 135 𝑛 (𝑇)) were calculated. The total 𝑁 (𝑇) is a sum of size-resolved 𝑁 (𝑇) ranging from 0.18 136 

to 10 μm during each dust event. Whereas, the total 𝑛 (𝑇) is the value of total 𝑁 (𝑇) divided 137 

by the total surface area of particles in all size classes.  138 

2.3 Particulate matter measurements and chemical analysis 139 

The mass concentrations of particulate matter ≤2.5 μm (PM2.5) and 10 μm (PM10), the BC mass 140 

concentration, and the number-size distributions of particulate matter were measured throughout 141 

the sampling periods by TH2000Z1 (Text S2), Multi-Angle Absorption Photometer (MAAP, 142 

Text S3), and Scanning Mobility Particle Sizers (SMPS, Text S4) coupled with Aerodynamic 143 

Particle Sizer (APS, Text S4), respectively. The time resolution for TH2000Z1 was 1 min, and 144 

for MAAP, SMPS, and APS was 5 min. 145 

Water-soluble ions and elemental composition in the extracted Asian dust samples (suspensions) 146 

were analyzed. For water-soluble inorganic ions (Na+, Mg2+, K+, Ca2+, NH4
+, NO3

−, SO4
2−, and 147 

Cl−), the suspension was firstly filtered by Polyethersulfone (PES) membrane filters (0.45 μm), 148 

and then it was detected by Ion Chromatography (IC, DIONEX ICS-2000/Integrion, Text S5). 149 

As for elemental composition (Al, K, Mn, Mg, Ca, Cu, Pb, and Zn), the suspensions containing 150 

particles underwent pretreatments until all particles were digested, and then they were 151 

determined by the Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS, XSeries 2, Text 152 

S6). 153 

3 Results and Discussion 154 

3.1 Observational evidence of chemically modified Asian dust particles 155 
The collected samples were categorized as aged Asian dust (AAD hereafter, three samples 156 

including M8, D2, and D5) and Asian dust (AD hereafter, nine samples including M2, M3, M5, 157 

M6, M7, D3, D4, D6, and D7) based on the particle number-size distributions and mass 158 
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concentrations, gaseous pollutants, and meteorological parameters during the sampling periods 159 

(Figure S1, S2, Table S1, and Text S7). On average, PM10 concentrations of the AD and AAD 160 

samples were 227.2 ± 123.9 and 203.9 ± 47.5 μg m-3, respectively, suggesting similar 161 

atmospheric dust mass loading. Whereas, the concentrations of PM2.5 and BC in AAD were more 162 

than twice as high as those in AD (103.7 ± 25.4 vs 43.3 ± 17.7 μg m-3 for PM2.5 and 2.90 ± 0.37 163 

vs 1.33 ± 0.64 μg m-3 for BC). And the ratio of PM2.5 to PM10 in AAD was 50.8%, which was 164 

much higher than that in AD (19.1%), indicating that there were much more anthropogenic 165 

pollutants mixed with dust particles during the AAD periods. 166 

Previous studies have already shown that chemical aging processes enhanced the water-soluble 167 

ions by heterogeneous reactions and/or coagulation of CaCO3 with acidic gases (e.g. NO2, HNO3, 168 

SO2, and H2SO4) and secondary aerosols (e.g. NH4NO3 and (NH4)2SO4) (Fairlie et al., 2010; 169 

Laskin et al., 2005; Underwood et al., 2001; T. Zhu et al., 2011). The mineral composition 170 

CaCO3 (~5-30%) was converted to more water-soluble Ca(NO3)2 or CaSO4 during transport 171 

(McNaughton et al., 2009). In the aqueous layer facilitated by Ca(NO3)2, CaSO4 and NH4
+ can 172 

rapidly form by the coagulation of particulate (NH4)2SO4 with dust (Heim et al., 2020). 173 

Moreover, NH4NO3 can efficiently form on the surface of saline mineral particles (Wu et al., 174 

2020). Therefore, we propose to use the fraction of water-soluble ion in corresponding elemental 175 

concentration (𝑓 ), that is, the ratio of water-soluble ion concentration to corresponding 176 

element concentration in the sample, to evaluate the degree of chemical modification of dust 177 

particles.  178 

As illustrated in Figure 1 (a) and Table S2, the mean 𝑓  values of four mental elements (Na, 179 

Mg, K, and Ca) were much higher in AAD, especially for Ca, which increased by 67.0% to 90.9 180 

± 6.3% compared with AD (54.4 ± 10.3%). Moreover, size-resolved water-soluble ion analysis 181 

revealed that the mean relative mass proportions of Ca2+ in supermicron AAD particles (1.0 μm 182 

< Dp ≤ 10 μm) were higher (3.5-11.2%) than those in AD (Figure 1 (b) and Table S3). Combined 183 

with the higher relative mass proportions of NO3
− (4.8-18.5%, Figure S3 and Table S3), the 184 

significant increase of Ca2+ in supermicron particles demonstrated the formation of 185 

heterogeneous reaction product Ca(NO3)2 and the more pronounced chemical aging of AAD. 186 
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 187 

Figure 1. Chemical modification analyses of AD and AAD samples. (a) Fractions of water-188 
soluble ion in corresponding elemental concentration (𝑓 ) were derived from their IC and 189 
ICP-MS measurements. (b) Relative mass proportions of water-soluble calcium ions (Ca2+) in 190 
size-resolved AD and AAD samples. (c) Aluminum-normalized water-soluble ions (AWSIs) 191 
were the ratio of the concentrations of water-soluble ions to the concentration of reference 192 
element Al in the samples. (d) Enrichment factors were derived from the elemental 193 
concentrations of aerosol and crust with the reference element Al. Nine AD samples and three 194 
AAD samples were analyzed, and they are colored by gray and red, respectively. In the box plot 195 
(a) and (b), The boxes represent the interquartile range (IQR, IQR = Q3 - Q1). The whiskers 196 
represent the range within 1.5 * IQR. The solid lines, solid circles, and solid diamonds represent 197 
the median, mean, and outlier, respectively. Values greater than Q3 + (1.5 * IQR) or less than Q1 198 
- (1.5 * IQR) are defined as outliers. In the scatter plot (c) and (d), AD and AAD are presented as 199 
solid gray squares and solid red circles, respectively. Error bars are the standard deviations. 200 
 201 

We also calculated the aluminum-normalized water-soluble ions (AWSIs) to quantify the degree 202 

of particle aging. Aluminum is a major crustal conservative element with constancy and is often 203 

used as a reference element for dust particles (Lawson & Winchester, 1979). Thus, the three 204 
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anions and five cations were divided by the concentration of Al respectively to obtain the 205 

normalized parameters in Figure 1 (c). Compared with AD, the AWSIs of AAD samples were 206 

about one order of magnitude (7.6-18.3 times) higher for aluminum-normalized NO3
−, NH4

+, and 207 

SO4
2− (sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium ions, SNA); 2.3-4.4 times higher for K+, Ca2+, and Mg2+; 208 

and similar (1.2-1.4 times) for Cl− and Na+ (Table S4 and S5). The aging products represented by 209 

aluminum-normalized SNA and Ca2+ were much higher in AAD, which once again proved that 210 

AAD samples had undergone more remarkable atmospheric chemical aging. 211 

Enrichment factors (EFs) of eight elements in AD and AAD are illustrated in Figure 1 (d). The 212 

EFs were calculated by the normalization of elemental concentrations in aerosol and crust 213 

respected to those of a reference element (Barbieri, 2016). In this study, Al was the reference 214 

element and the crustal abundance was given by Wei et al. (1991), so that EF was calculated as 215 EF = (X/Al)aerosol /(X/Al)crust. Average EFs in AD and AAD samples were generally ranging 216 

from 1 to 10 for Al, K, and Mn, suggesting the crustal origin; ranging from 10 to 100 for Mg, Ca, 217 

and Cu, suggesting both crustal and anthropogenic origin; >100 for Pb and Zn, implying a 218 

significant enrichment from anthropogenic origin. The element EFs of AAD were all about twice 219 

as much as those of AD, indicating that the dust particles were more affected by anthropogenic 220 

activities during the AAD periods. 221 

Environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) and transmission electron microscopy 222 

(TEM) analyses (Kiselev et al., 2017; Li et al., 2016) provided detailed information on collected 223 

particles (Figure S4, S5, S6, and Text S8), and the particle morphology of modified Asian dust 224 

was observed. In an AAD sample, both mineral dust (Figure S7) and anthropogenic pollutants 225 

(soot, i.e., BC, Figure S8) were present, and minerals, soot, organics, and inorganics were 226 

internally mixed (Figure S9 and S10), meaning that dust particles were aged by physical 227 

adsorption and/or chemical reactions during the AAD periods. Similar results were also reported 228 

in previous studies. Li and Shao (2009) found that visible coatings (mainly nitrates) were on the 229 

surface of most mineral particles (~90%) during brown haze in Beijing, and up to 32% of dust 230 

particles were coated with Ca(NO3)2 in Asian outflow (Li et al., 2014).  231 

In conclusion, we demonstrated that the AAD samples have been significantly aged in the 232 

anthropogenic polluted atmosphere. By contrast, the chemical aging degree of AD was notably 233 

lower than that of AAD. Based on the aging differences between AD and AAD, the influence of 234 
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anthropogenic pollution on the ice nucleation properties of Asian dust would be investigated in 235 

the following sections. 236 

3.2 Effects of anthropogenic pollution on the ice nucleation of Asian dust 237 
Figure 2 (a) presents the total 𝑁  of AD and AAD samples, which were 0.47 ± 0.34 and 0.52 ± 238 

0.42 L-1 at -10 ℃, 2.63 ± 2.04 and 2.99 ± 2.15 L-1 at -15 ℃, and 3.75 ± 2.90 and 4.41 ± 2.75 L-1 239 

at -16 ℃ (Table S6), respectively. Although the AAD particles were modified by anthropogenic 240 

pollutants, they were in the same INP concentration range (1.11-1.18 times for mean total 𝑁 ) 241 

as AD samples at -10, -15, and -16 ℃. There was no statistically significant difference between 242 

the total 𝑁  of AD and AAD (Two-Sample Independent t-Test, p > 0.05, Text S9), 243 

demonstrating that anthropogenic pollution did not increase or decrease the 𝑁  of natural dust 244 

particles. This conclusion is consistent with previous studies showing that anthropogenic 245 

pollution has not affected 𝑁  (J. Chen et al., 2018b; Hartmann et al., 2019). 246 

 247 

Figure 2. Effects of anthropogenic pollution on the INP concentrations and activities of AD and 248 
AAD samples. (a) Total INP concentrations (total 𝑁 ) and (b) total ice nucleation active site 249 
density (total 𝑛 (𝑇)) of AD and AAD samples at three temperatures are colored by gray and red, 250 
respectively. Nine AD samples and three AAD samples were involved in the analysis and 251 
displayed in box plot. The boxes represent the interquartile range (IQR, IQR = Q3 - Q1). The 252 
whiskers represent the range within 1.5 * IQR. The solid lines and solid circles represent the 253 
median and mean, respectively. 254 
 255 

As depicted in Figure 2 (b), the mean total 𝑛 (𝑇) of AAD samples at three temperatures were 256 

slightly lower (0.62-0.65 times) than those of AD samples (Table S6), while the lower quartile 257 
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(such as at -10 ℃) was up to an order of magnitude lower. Compared with AD, there were more 258 

non-dust particles (e.g. urban pollution aerosols) in the submicron AAD (Dp < 1.0 μm). These 259 

submicron anthropogenic particles contributed less to total 𝑁  than high-activity dust, but had 260 

a much higher particle surface area (Figure S11), resulting in a lower total 𝑛 (𝑇) for AAD. 261 

Therefore, the actual effects of anthropogenic pollution on the INA of Asian dust need to be 262 

further investigated from a size-resolved perspective.  263 

3.3 Aging effects on the ice nucleation of size-resolved Asian dust 264 
The effects of anthropogenic pollution on the INP concentrations and activities of size-resolved 265 

particles at -15 and -18 ℃ are depicted in Figure 3 (a)-(d). Compared with AD, the 𝑁  of AAD 266 

were an order of magnitude lower for 𝐷 = 0.18 𝑎𝑛𝑑 0.32 μm; consistent for 𝐷 ≥ 0.56 μm 267 

(such as 0.70-2.45 times at -18 ℃, Table S7). Similarly, for particles with 𝐷 < 1.0 μm, the 268 𝑛 (𝑇) of AAD samples were 1 to 2 orders of magnitude lower than those of AD, while aged dust 269 

was nearly equal to or even more active than AD for 𝐷 ≥ 1.0 μm at given temperatures (e.g. 270 

0.64-4.34 times at -18 ℃). There was a more pronounced size-dependent freezing ability in 271 

AAD samples, spanning 5 orders of magnitude, implying that different types of INPs may be 272 

included. Combined with the much lower 𝑁  of submicron AAD, we think these much less 273 

active submicron INPs were more likely to be anthropogenic pollutant particles in urban areas. 274 

That is, AAD samples were mainly composed of submicron urban pollution particles and 275 

significantly aged supermicron Asian dust. 276 

To testify above point, we also compared the 𝑛 (𝑇) in this study with urban pollution particles 277 

(Pollution-C18 (J. Chen et al., 2018b), marked by dark gray), reference minerals (plagioclase, 278 

quartz, albite, and K-feldspar (Harrison et al., 2019), marked by yellow), and dust particles 279 

(Asian dust-B19 (Bi et al., 2019), Uncoated AD-K19 (Kanji et al., 2019), and Saharan dust-B16 280 

(Boose et al., 2016), marked by brown) in Figure 3 (d). The 𝑛 (𝑇) of submicron AAD (𝐷 =281 0.18, 0.32, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 0.56 μm ) were in the same range as Pollution-C18. On the other hand, 282 

considering the lower measurement temperatures (-20/-25 ℃) in literature studies, the 283 

supermicron particles for both AD and AAD samples in this study presented comparable INA 284 

with Asian dust-B19 ( 𝐷 = 2.5 μm ), Uncoated AD-K19 (0.01-3 μm), Saharan dust-B16 285 

(𝐷 = 3.5 μm), and K-feldspar, which were more active than many minerals such as albite, 286 
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plagioclase, and quartz, demonstrating that these supermicron particles in AD and AAD were 287 

authentic mineral dust. 288 

For supermicron dust particles, the AAD presented similar or slightly higher nucleation activity 289 

than AD, but the difference was not statistically significant (p > 0.05). In other words, the INA of 290 

Asian dust did not decrease after atmospheric aging. This conclusion was supported by Kanji et 291 

al. (2019), who found that there was no systematic difference between SOA-coated and uncoated 292 

Asian dust (Uncoated AD-K19 and SOA-coated AD-K19 in Figure 3 (d), Table S8, and S9). 293 

Similarly, Boose et al. (2016) reported a small positive effect of anthropogenic emissions on the 294 

Sahara dust. Based on lidar measurements, He et al. (2021) also revealed that, after long-range 295 

transport, the INA of Asian dust mixed with pollutants did not distinctly change. Therefore, we 296 

conclude that anthropogenic pollution does not impair the INA of airborne Asian dust. 297 

 298 

 299 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the INP concentrations (𝑁 ) and ice nucleation active site densities 300 
(𝑛 (𝑇)) among AD, AAD, and literature samples. (a) 𝑁  at -15 ℃. (b) 𝑛 (𝑇) at -15 ℃. (c) 301 𝑁  at -18 ℃. (d) 𝑛 (𝑇) at -18, -20, and -25 ℃. Size-resolved AD and AAD samples in this 302 
study are colored by gray and red, respectively, and grouped by particle size classes. The boxes 303 
represent the interquartile range (IQR, IQR = Q3 - Q1). The whiskers represent the range within 304 
1.5 * IQR. The solid lines, solid circles, and solid diamonds represent the median, mean, and 305 
outlier, respectively. Values greater than Q3 + (1.5 * IQR) or less than Q1 - (1.5 * IQR) are 306 
defined as outliers. The 𝑛 (𝑇) of urban pollution particles (Pollution-C18 (J. Chen et al., 2018b), 307 
marked by dark gray), reference minerals (Plagioclase, Quartz, Albite, and K-feldspar (Harrison 308 
et al., 2019), marked by yellow), and dust particles (Asian dust-B19 (Bi et al., 2019), Uncoated 309 
AD-K19 (Kanji et al., 2019), SOA-coated AD-K19 (Kanji et al., 2019), and Saharan dust-B16 310 
(Boose et al., 2016), marked by brown) at -18 ℃ (or -20/-25 ℃) are shown for comparison. Note 311 
that the four types of mineral dust particles were summarized by Harrison et al. (2019), and the 312 
data were measured in previous studies (Atkinson et al., 2013; Augustin-Bauditz et al., 2014; 313 
DeMott et al., 2018; Harrison et al., 2019; Harrison et al., 2016; Losey et al., 2018; Niedermeier 314 
et al., 2015; O'Sullivan et al., 2014; Peckhaus et al., 2016; Reicher et al., 2018; Whale et al., 315 
2015; Zolles et al., 2015). 316 
 317 

Previous studies have proposed a variety of possible explanations for aging effects based on 318 

single substance (e.g. HNO3 or (NH4)2SO4) aging experiments. One special aspect of this study 319 

is that the dust aging process took place in the atmosphere, thus the observed non-suppression 320 

effect of INA by atmospheric aging was a comprehensive reflection of multiple possible 321 

reactants and influencing mechanisms. First, alkaline calcite and carbonate might not be good 322 

INPs. They could react with acids such as HNO3 and would move away from the surface of 323 

particles in the immersion freezing mode due to the dissolution of water-soluble reaction 324 

products in a liquid environment. But new surface-active sites of unreacted particles could be 325 

exposed in this process. Second, water-soluble coatings (e.g. NO3
- and SO4

2-) may not affect the 326 

INA of Asian dust. These substances are dissolved and reversibly desorbed from particle 327 

surfaces during hygroscopic growth and droplet activation, revealing the concealed active sites 328 

and unaffecting freezing (Sullivan et al., 2010a). Third, ion exchange including the suppression 329 

of H+ (Augustin-Bauditz et al., 2014; Kumar et al., 2018; Wex et al., 2014) and the enhancement 330 

of NH4
+/K+ (Whale et al., 2018; Yun et al., 2020) is likely related to the change of mineral INA. 331 

According to the pH-dependent suppression theory from Yun et al. (2021), there is no obvious 332 

suppression effect at pH >5. Mineral dust particles are alkaline and can maintain high pH (pH = 333 

5-7) in the atmosphere (Pye et al., 2020), especially for the supermicron dust particles (Fang et 334 

al., 2017). During the severe air pollution periods in China, the particle pH was also about 4-5 335 

and increased in recent years (Song et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2020). Therefore, the suppression 336 
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effect of H+ on the INA of dust is very limited at the near-neutral particle reaction interface. On 337 

the contrary, there is a large amount of NH4
+ in the ammonia-rich atmosphere of China (Meng et 338 

al., 2020; M. Zhao et al., 2016), which may form more active surfaces and enhance the 339 

nucleation activity of Asian dust. Finally, the hydrogen bond derived from oxidized hydroxyl 340 

groups and adsorbed NH4
+ could promote ice nucleation on the mineral surface by influencing 341 

the orientation of near water molecules (Yakobi-Hancock et al., 2013). To sum up, the little or no 342 

effect of carbonate and water-soluble coatings, the unobvious suppression effect of H+, and the 343 

enhancement effect of NH4
+/K+ and hydrogen bond might act together and finally present the 344 

non-suppression effect observed in this study. 345 

4 Conclusions 346 
To our knowledge, this work is the first to investigate the influence of anthropogenic pollution 347 

on the ice nucleation of airborne mineral dust based on size-resolved Asian dust samples aged in 348 

the real atmosphere. The chemical modification of AAD particles was confirmed by combining 349 

the air quality conditions during sampling periods, physical and chemical properties of collected 350 

particles, and microscopic particle morphology. As the characterization parameters of main 351 

products of heterogeneous reactions, the mass fraction of Ca2+ in element Ca and the mean 352 

relative mass proportions of supermicron Ca2+ increased by 67.0% and 3.5-11.2% in AAD 353 

particles, respectively. Although the AAD particles have been notably aged by anthropogenic 354 

pollution, their total 𝑁  and total 𝑛 (𝑇) were consistent with those of AD particles (0.62-1.18 355 

times) without a statistically significant difference. From a size-resolved perspective, 𝑁  and 356 𝑛 (𝑇) of supermicron particles for AAD were nearly equal or even slightly higher compared 357 

with AD samples (0.64-4.34 times at -18 ℃). Thus, we conclude that anthropogenic pollution 358 

does not reduce the INP concentrations and INA of Asian dust in the atmosphere.  359 

This study advances the scientific understanding about the effects of anthropogenic pollution on 360 

the INA of Asian dust and will contribute to subsequent laboratory studies to further elucidate 361 

the combined effect of multi-species association on dust aging. Furthermore, the significant 362 

implications of this study are more embodied in the regional and global climatic effects. The 363 

dust-driven droplet freezing has been underestimated in model studies (Villanueva et al., 2021). 364 

Following previous understanding assuming that the aging process always significantly impairs 365 

dust freezing, the bias in simulations of cloud microphysical processes and assessments of 366 

radiative effect will further increase under increasing anthropogenic activity scenarios. 367 
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